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• Presenter’s Name
• Date, Year

PLANTRONICS SAVI 8200 SERIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introducing the Plantronics Savi 8200 Series, our latest wireless headset system with DECT technology.Enable your users to have simply better conversations, whether in the enterprise or contact center environment. 
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NOISE IN THE WORKPLACE
The trend toward open-plan 
workplaces and an increased 
numbers of employees in closer 
proximity can mean a rise in 
background noise, less privacy 
and a diminished ability to 
concentrate:

55% 

disrupted by noise 
multiple times per day

48% 

unable to focus 
because of noise

believe they would be 
more productive in a 

less noisy environment

94% 

Source: Noise in the workplace global study, Plantronics, August 2017.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research indicates that increasing the number of employees per square footage of office space – with more employees on calls – can have an impact on noise levels within those environments. This can mean workers are disrupted by noise multiple times a day, making it difficult to focus. In fact, 94% of those surveyed believe they would be more productive in a less noisy environment.Background noise levels can affect both enterprise and contact center employees.  How does noise affect enterprise employees?Background noise can make it difficult for enterprise employees to fully participate in conference calls, have phone conversations with clients and concentrate on work, ultimately affecting their productivity.  Contact center employees?In contact centers, background noise affects employee performance by distracting customer service representatives and potentially lengthening call times, leading to mistakes and lost sales opportunities, as well as diminishing the customer experience. 
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Challenges of managing calls on multiple devices

28%

• Enterprise and call center employees need to respond to customers and colleagues through a range of channels. 

• Seamlessly managing calls across devices means better conversations and customer experiences.

OFFICE COMMUNICATOR 18%

CONNECTED EXECUTIVE 29%

33% 27%

29%

31%

49%

21%

FREQUENCY OF DEVICES 
USED FOR CALLS

MOBILE PHONE

OFFICE COLLABORATOR 

PC

Source: Plantronics Persona Research, September 2017.

DESK PHONE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connecting with customers and colleagues can now be done using a range of devices – from desk phones to smartphones to PC softphones.Whether you’re handling customer calls at a call center and need to conference in a product expert to answer a technical question, an enterprise product manager who needs to connect with suppliers and colleagues at a remote office, or an inside sales supervisor who needs to answer calls while walking to the warehouse, the challenge is to manage calls across devices with ease while maintaining consistent audio quality so conversations can be clear and productive.These statistics are for three of our enterprise personas through global research we did in 2017. We will discuss them in more detail on the next slide. 
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Communication needs

*Savi 8220

COMMUNICATION ISSUES

OFFICE
COLLABORATOR 

OFFICE
COMMUNICATOR 

CONNECTED 
EXECUTIVE

CONTACT CENTER
SUPERVISOR

1. Noise distractions
2. Long calls
3. Efficient communication

 Focus with DECT audio & active noise canceling (ANC)*
 Freedom to roam
 Connect to multiple devices 

SAVI 8200 SOLUTIONS

1. Noise distractions
2. Long calls
3. Call privacy

 Focus with DECT audio & ANC*
 Freedom to roam
 Close conversation limiting maintains confidentiality 

1. Noise distractions
2. Efficient communication
3. Conferencing

1. Tethered to desk
2. Noisy call center
3. Training

 Focus with DECT audio & ANC*
 Connect to multiple devices
 Up to four headsets on one call

 Freedom to roam
 Focus with DECT audio & ANC*
 Supervise contact center calls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Savi 8200 Series was designed to meet the needs of four key types of enterprise and contact center professionals:  Office Collaborators: Primarily work at a desk, but switch between devices as needed to manage communication.Office Communicators: Also work at a desk, but spend the bulk of their time on their desk phone communicating with others.Connected Executives: Are very tech-savvy, and juggle between the latest tech devices. They need to be able to communicate from anywhere.Contact Center Supervisors: Train staff and handle escalations from customers, so rely primarily on the desk phone and softphone, but occasionally on mobile phone. Here, we outline the communication challenges these personas face during their work day and how Savi 8200 Series can meet the specific needs of each persona. 
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SAVI 8220 STEREO HEADSET

• Enterprise-grade DECT audio 
in hi-fi stereo

• Over-the-head design with 
active noise canceling (ANC)

• Noise-canceling microphone 
with close conversation 
limiting feature, optimizes 
your voice while minimizing 
nearby background noise

SAVI 8210 MONO HEADSET

Introducing Savi 8200 Series

• Enterprise-grade DECT audio

• Over-the-head design

• Noise-canceling microphone 
with close conversation 
limiting feature, optimizes 
your voice while minimizing 
nearby background noise

“I’m looking for  hi-fi stereo sound and active noise 
canceling to help me focus.”

“I’m looking for the best noise-canceling performance 
for call privacy.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Savi 8200 Series family includes two wearing headset styles – mono and stereo. No matter which style an employee prefers, they’ll benefit from:Enterprise-quality DECT audio for simply better conversationsPremium noise-canceling microphone for call privacy; the close conversation limiting feature optimizes your voice while minimizing nearby background noise, configurable in Plantronics Manager Pro HubAll-day comfort from the over-the-head design The charging base offers:Seamless management of calls from PC, smartphone and desk phoneA convenient ringer in the base with a handy switch to adjust volume
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Savi 8200 Series 
Simply better conversations 

Wireless multi-device connectivity

Seamless management of PC, 
mobile and desk phone calls

*Savi 8220

Active noise canceling*

Blocks background noise and
nearby conversations

Premium hi-fi stereo*

Enhances the audio experience for 
music and media

Long-range DECT audio 
Extraordinary sound quality and 

freedom to roam

Voice alerts 

Mute status and out of range

Industry-leading features

Conference capability

Call conference up to four Savi headsets

One-touch controls
Call answer/end, volume up/down 

and mute (on/off)

Close conversation limiting feature optimizes your voice 
while minimizing nearby background noise

Call privacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This premium wireless headset system is designed for peak performance, allowing users to collaborate and communicate with enterprise-quality DECT audio. With the Savi 8200 Series, your team can: Seamlessly manage PC, mobile and desk phone calls with a single headset.Manage calls from any connected device even when roaming. Block out background noise with active noise canceling.When call privacy is especially critical, use the close conversation limiting feature to filter out nearby conversations. Focus on work by listening to music or media in hi-fi stereo.*Manage calls with ease with one-touch call answer/end/flash, volume up/down and mute from the headset. Receive an alert that notifies the wearer if they try to talk while on mute or are out of wireless range.  Conference two of three devices together – PC to desk phone or mobile to softphone. 
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• Enterprise-grade DECT hi-fi stereo with active 
noise canceling* is ideal for listening to music 
and media without background noise

• Advanced audio technology delivers
high-definition voice quality

• Automatically optimizes audio bandwidth
for improved user density 

*Savi 8220

DECT stereo with astounding audio
For crystal-clear conversations 
and an enhanced listening experience 

Astounding audio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whether users are on a call with a client or listening to music to help them concentrate, audio quality can improve conversation and productivity. With the Savi 8200 Series, high-resolution sound with active noise canceling,* and a premium audio experience help your employees stay focused when they need to. The over-the-head design of the Savi 8220 allows premium hi-fi stereo audio quality to be delivered through the speakers that are padded with soft, luxurious, leatherette ear cushions for maximum comfort. Savi 8220 also provides advanced stereo telephony wideband audio technology delivering high-definition voice quality. Management of audio bandwidths allows IT to optimize usage for audio quality based on the number of headset users nearby, configurable in Plantronics Hub.
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• Manage PC, mobile and desk phone 
calls with a single headset

• Need to move around the office?  
Enjoy long-range DECT roaming

• Conference two of three devices 
together – PC to desk phone or 
mobile to softphone

Connect with confidence
With wireless, multi-device connectivity 

Connectivity

UP TO 590 FT/
180 M FROM 
THE BASE (line of sight)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s workplace often involves a range of communication devices – from PC softphone to smartphone to desk phone. Three-way connectivity lets employees easily switch calls between PC, mobile and desk phones with one intelligent, wireless headset system. Ideal for enterprise and contact center professionals who use multiple devices and require premium sound quality for their business communications. Employees can enjoy wireless freedom up to 590 ft/180 m (line of sight) and 180 ft/55 m (in a typical office environment). Conference two of three devices together – PC to desk phone or mobile to softphone.Colleagues can join calls with easy headset conferencing, and up to four Savi headsets can be connected together for multiple calls, perfect for training and call resolution.
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Power when it’s needed
With extended battery life 

• Up to 13 hours talk
time on a single charge

• Up to 50 hours 
of standby time

Battery life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Professionals need communication tools that are ready to work whenever they are. Savi 8200 Series offers up to 13 hours of talk time and up to 50 hours standby time.
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• Device settings and language 
customization for voice alerts*

• Convenient ringer in the base with 
adjustable volume 

• Close conversation limiting feature 
for greater call privacy in sensitive 
environments

Setting preferences

*Configurable in Plantronics Hub

Customizable experience
To suit individual preferences

Individual preferences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone has a different style of working and the Savi 8200 Series can be customized to suit individual preferences. Voice prompts can be customized – including selecting a preferred language – in Plantronics Hub software.A ringer is conveniently located in the base unit, with volume controls. The close conversation limiting function uses noise-canceling microphone technology to filter out close-by conversations for greater call privacy. This feature can be configured to preferred settings in Plantronics Hub. 
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Plantronics 
Manager Pro*
IT Management

IT management

*A software-as-a-service sold separately

• Manage and maintain headsets

• Keep communication professionals 
fully equipped and ready to talk

• Ensure best voice experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plantronics Manager Pro is an additional subscription-based software-as-a-service that is sold separately. It enables IT managers to monitor, manage and maintain all Savi 8200 Series headsets and other headsets centrally.Plantronics Manager Pro is accessible from any web browser, and your IT department can centrally deploy the latest firmware updates to all Savi 8200 Series headsets.With Plantronics Manager Pro support, you gain insight into every Plantronics headset being used company-wide, including device usage and inventory analysis — all from the cloud.
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Simply better conversations

PLANTRONICS SAVI 8200 SERIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That concludes our presentation for today.
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Thank You
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